The unconventional, delivered.
A Technological Innovation Company

We harness the power of people and innovation to showcase the potential of the unconventional, enabling us to maximize your future possibilities. Through collaborative efforts with our partners and clients, we have consistently achieved remarkable growth, doubling in size every 3 years.

People-Centered
Our organization cares about you because we care about our community.

Profound Technological Experience
We combine our profound technological experience with talent and tenacity to always fulfill: that is the SNGULAR promise.

Focused on the Future
Our technological solutions are designed with longevity in mind: to last for you and to last for our planet.
If we build a company that makes our employees happy, they will take care of our clients, who will make our shareholders happy.”

José Luis Vallejo
Founder & President
A General Vision in Numbers

+ 55% Growth
In 2022 with respect to 2021

+ 1400 People
(December 2022)

+ 20 Offices
In six countries

+ 60 Competencias
Differents

+ 500 Clients
In 11 regions

+ 900 Projects
Annually

+ 92 million €
Invoiced in 2022

+ 20 Teams
Different specializations
Global Culture

We combine emotional intelligence with profound technological experience to create exceptional experiences.

We employ more than 1400 people based throughout the world. All of them have a passion and a detailed understanding of technology and the benefits that it can bring.

**SNGULAR USA**
- Pittsburgh
- Boston
- Dallas

**SNGULAR LATAM**
- México
- Uruguay
- Argentina

**SNGULAR EUROPE**
- Madrid
- A Coruña
- Sevilla
- Valencia
- Oviedo
- Cáceres
- Badajoz
- Córdoba
- Barcelona
- Málaga
- Málaga
- Lisbon
- Porto

**SNGULAR MIDDLE EAST**
- UAE

---

Executive Summary

We are global.
We offer the right **solutions**

We are proud to be different, adopting a unique and adaptable focus on the technological challenges that allow us to be successful.

We firmly believe that one size does not fit all. We are skeptical of technology, which gives us the freedom to provide you with the right long-term solution.

---

**Market Growth**

**Business Transformation**

**Talent Development**

---

**Continuous Learning**

**Community Building**

**Companies and Investors**
Team of teams

We are organized like a TEAM of Teams (Equipo de Equipos). An ecosystem of specialized, distributed, and complementary teams. Each team is a specialized organization of 20 to 200 people concentrated on sustainable growth of a niche in the market. This brings several advantages to SNGULAR as a whole.

- Smaller teams generate greater appeal and engagement for technical talent by offering them spaces for development orientated towards their abilities and aspirations.
- They involve more people to take care of the account.
- It allows us to be multi-specialized and grow in a solid and diverse manner.
- Makes it easier to quickly detect and incorporate the latest technologies in different areas of specialization.
# Teams

## Market Growth
- SNGULAR Digital Channels
- SNGULAR Design
- SNGULAR Apps
- SNGULAR Marketing Transformation
- SNGULAR Studios
- SNGULAR Catalyst
- SNGULAR Belike

## Business Transformation
- SNGULAR Scalable Platforms
- SNGULAR Quality Engineering
- SNGULAR Data & Artificial Intelligence
- SNGULAR Cloud Adoption
- SNGULAR Solutions
- SNGULAR Payments
- SNGULAR Atlassian
- SNGULAR Global Delivery for PNC
- SNGULAR IoT

## Talent Development
- Manfred powered by SNGULAR
- Meaning Cloud powered by SNGULAR
- Dialenga powered by SNGULAR

## Continuing Education
- SNGULAR UxerSchool
- SNGULAR OKR-School
- SNGULAR GPT-School

## Community Creation
- SNGULAR Media
- SNGULAR StageONE

## Companies and Investors
- SNGULAR Ventures
- SNGULAR Extend
Present in all sectors

WE take a singular approach to solving challenges. We know that each business is unique, that’s why we always operate with an open mind, seeing each project as an opportunity to build better.

We are growing, but we will always have a start-up mentality: the belief, energy and agility to create a solution that meets your needs, both now and in the future.

Financial Services
Museums
Healthcare
Telco & Media
Retail
Manufacturing
Energy & Utilities
Public Services
More than 500 clients believe in us
SNGULAR people, creating SNGULAR solutions for a SNGULAR world

START UP MINDSET
We will never lose our restless curiosity and energy.

NOBLE PEOPLE
Our talent sets us apart, united by our uniqueness.

UNCONVENTIONAL SOLUTIONS
Each project is a new opportunity to create something better.

GROWING AND EVOLVING
We never stay still, we constantly adapt, and promote change.

LEARNING CONSTANTLY
We accept new challenges and possibilities.

RESOURCEFUL AND RESPONSIVE
We found the way. We will make it happen. Fast.

ADAPTIVE AGILITY
Open minds and solutions that are as unique as the problems they solve.

UNCONVENTIONAL
Solutions
Each project is a new opportunity to create something better.

LEARNING CONSTANTLY
We accept new challenges and possibilities.

ADAPTIVE AGILITY
Open minds and solutions that are as unique as the problems they solve.

RESOURCEFUL AND RESPONSIVE
We found the way. We will make it happen. Fast.

SNGULAR
The unconventional, delivered.

C/Labastida, 1
28034 Madrid